




Every online and mobile platform is
just a platform to share a story



We believe that the power of the brand multiplies 

when great stories are shared



Branding        Responsive Websites       Mobile App Designs     Illustrations 

Digital Campaigns        Videos      3d Pavilion      Art Work 

Social Media Creatives

Social Media Content         Web/App Content       Forum & Blog Engagement

Technical Content        Leadership Profiles        Brand News Reporting

Video Content        E-Commerce Content        Online Reputation Management

Client Server Application          Sharepoint Wordpress Magento Joomla     

CMS     Server & Domain Management        Social Media Analytics      ASP.NET   

PHP     Mobile Apps      Search Engine Optimization





Shareable Content



FedEx
The communication on social networks is all about 
sharing real stories that focus on the essence of the 
brand; its people, history, initiatives taken in the field of 
technology, efforts towards sustainability, and future 
plans. The idea is to not miss things that followers care 
about and keep conversations happening.



Saab India
Creating the balance between excitement, information 
and updates on new developments, the Saab India page 
maps the journey of the brand. Be it through contest 
participation or by rooting for Gripen, scores of defence
enthusiasts show keen interest in what Saab has to offer.



RMHC India
Often, people going through difficult times need a touch 
of compassion and kindness, more than anything else. 

At the Ronald McDonald House of Charities children 
grappling with cancer, as well as their parents, take a 
breather in that tough journey. Catch glimpses of that 
on the RMHC India page. 



Content Curation



Good Food Fast
McDonald's Blog is a one stop platform for 
people who are looking to get information on 
McDonald's as a brand in India. The blog 
features latest news, stories on McDonald's 
employees, supply chains, innovation, latest 
campaigns etc.



Freshly Mynted
Myntra is India’s leading e-commerce platform 
for fashion and lifestyle products. Freshly 
Mynted is the corporate blog of the company. It 
gives readers front-row access to everything 
behind-the-scenes at Myntra. From stories on 
the launch of iconic brands to fashion and 
customer stories, see all of Myntra’s
achievements highlighted on Freshly Mynted.



Our Food Your Questions
Instead of dodging uncomfortable questions, 
how about talking directly to your consumers? 
A platform built on transparency and honest 
interaction goes a long way in creating brand 
salience and trust. The ‘Our Food Your 
Questions’ sections satisfies numerous 
customer queries they have about McDonald’s 
food.



The Gripen Global Platform

Gripen Blog features information, stories and 
commentary about the Gripen fighter jet. It is a Saab 
owned blog that covers Gripen news and coverage 
around the world and acts as a single point repository 
of basic information.  

The blog is for all those who want to keep a track of the 
world’s most exciting and happening aircraft right now: 
Gripen and its next generation avatar, the Gripen E, 
which is changing the way the world perceives fighters.



Sustainable Cotton
Make Cotton Sustainable is an independent platform 
of engagement for the community of organic and 
sustainable cotton growers, sources, processors, 
manufacturers, retailers, brands and customers. 

The blog follows the journey of cotton grown, 
processed and traded in the framework of sustainable 
land, livelihoods and production and manufacturing 
techniques, leading up to a fair value for the farmer 
from the eventual customer.



Smoke In The Kitchen

Globally, Indoor Air Pollution (IAP) causes 
premature deaths of 1.5 million people a year. As 
Shell Foundation campaigned to change the way 
rural households cooked, it became important to 
share the story with the world. To drive 
communication on the ground, Smoke In The 
Kitchen, a news platform was launched. 

Over a period of three years, the platform 
became the repository of global learning and 
understanding of indoor air pollution.

The platform helps global audience connect with 
the cause and take up on the initiative in 
their respective regions.



UI Design & Development



Hazira LNG & Port Website



Indiatech.orgWebsite



E-Commerce : Coorg DelightWebsite



Hotel Booking : Planter’s CampWebsite



Data Centric: Master DataWebsite



Mobile Apps



Brands we have worked with 

& many more …



Our 
Proposition

 Creative thinking

 Brand appreciation

 Fast turnarounds

 24x7 services

 The India Pricing Advantage

 Seamless solutions from conception to 

execution in the shortest possible time and 

at the most competitive of price points.



Thank you!
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